
b. The metal sphere is now touched al point A by a wire connected to 
earth, as shown in Fi~.7c. On Fig 7c, draw the charges on the metal 
sphere. [1) 

rod \ _ connected 
~ '°earth 

negatively charged l1wU'e 

Fig. 7c 

~Ci~]~\i'~~~m/tlf3"1!~; 

8. An electric circuit is set up with a 12.0 V battery, a lamp, L 1, and two 
identical resistors, R1 and R2. The potential difference across R1, as 
measured by a· voltmeter, is found lo be 2.0 V. An ammeter, which is 
connected to the circuit as shown in the diagram below, reads 0.50 A. 

LI 

R2 

[2) 

b. Calculate the resistance of R1. [2] 

9. Two bar magnets are placed on a flat surface as shown in Fig 9. Ignoring 
the effects of the Earth's magnetic field. 

State the magnetic poles at X and Y. [2] 

Y: -------------·---------
e 0 X: ---------------------------

Fig. 9 D 
1 O. The diagram shows a section of a solar heating facility lo provide hot waler 

for a household. II also has separate immersion heaters which will function 
if an external power supply is connected to it 

f Cold water' tank 

S p l,.nl 
tube 

The solar heating faci lity consists of solar panels placed outside the roof. 
Connected to these panels are water pipes. The water in the water pipes is 
warmed by the thermal energy from the sun and pumped into a waler tank 
in the house. Inside this tank, thermal energy is transferred from the water 
in the pipes to the water In the tank. The cooler water is also circulated 
back to the solar panels. 

8 
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a. Explain why: 

i. i1 is necessary for the tube to be mi!fil and positioned at the bottom of 
lhe hol water tank [2] 

ii. it is necessary to Include immersion heaters in the system (1] 

f 

b. Someone suggests that the pipe should be insulated. Do you support it? 
Explain · [2] 

11. Microwaves are waves in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

a. State the name of the waves in the electromagnetic spectrum that have 
wavelengths longer than microVfaves. [1] 

b. Microwaves are sometimes used lo send telephone messages over long 
distances. They are sent from larger aerials dish on top of high buildings 
or towers. There are often several repeater or booster stations placed 
between the transmitter and the receiver, as illustrated In the figure. 

transmitter 

State why: 

repealer 
station receiver 

i. the aerials are placed on top of high buildings or towers [1] 

ii. repeater or booster stations are necessal')I, [1) 

9 10 
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SECTION B (30 Marks) 
Answer BOTH questions 12 and 13 in this .section. 

Answer EITHER question 14 OR 15 

12.The waves from earthquakes are detected by instruments called 
seismometers. The diagram below shows a simple seismometer setup. It 
consists of a bar magnet (with its North, N and South, S poles as 
indicated) suspended on .a spring. The spring hangs from a metal rod that 
transmits vibrations from the Earth. A computer monitors the current 
across the coil. When there is an earthquake, the magnet moves in and 
out of the coil. 

From experimentation, it is found that the Richter scale, ML (measurement 
used by geologist to capture the magnitude of any tremble on earth) and 
voltage measured on the CRO are related by the following equation: 

(4)u 
M, =10>< s v• 

The graphical data below, as displayed on the CRO, was obtained during 
a particular day on 12111 Jan 2010, where each pair of peaks (1 complete 
oscillation of the same magnitude) represents 1 tremble. 

For an earthquake to be major,M, has to be<>: 5.0. Mi has no unit. 

VoltageN 
A 

Graphical 
Data 

/ B 

LO!> __ :- ·::::::::::::-z::::::::::::::::::~:::::: 

-1 0 

II 

• a. Explain how the waves are formed as shown on the graphical data. [3] 

Student can mentioned Faraday's Law, but flley still need to account for the -ve 
peak voltage using lenz, if not -1 
b. By drawing an arrow, indicate on the coil the direction of the current in the 

set u di am when a S- ole moves into the coil. . [1] 
fil§fli£Ufilfil"'fT~IP.W!ltfi:iJ.bfil'f5.f,{§>ifs!W:'Qt 

c. Describe what t_f:le movement of the magnet will be (if any) when the 
induced e.m.f. has its greatest value, at the point labeled A on the voltage-

~mh,;..f!L~,?.~"'f''~~, "'F"'''t "'''"'"'"\'f ~rm<llr(iA'-&'·".'mi),-g-•~;H' l 1 l ,, . ~m~ .. _(le._c,vY.cJ~Jn9KIJ9N!3J~:»GUPN,_,. ·,J..~,_,_QIJ~-~l-.l?l!Ji>-~J 

d. Describe what the movement of the magnet y.till be (if any) when the 
induced e.m.f. is zero. [1] 
r11:~;!h)'91\'.~tri'$~1&mn'!t&fil'.i!Y>§l®.~tl~r11 

e. Calculate the number of major earthq'uakes that was experienc~d during 
tJ:ie time ela sed [2] 

Y~\f~ifli\~t~~~l1':~1tQY~9Wl~QVd@'§,V~fi'1 

.:J.~ai1~.'&t~;r,ifit~'Y~tI5.w~,~1q~§~'<2~1t~9il0~16:tJ1.~@ 

f. Suggest 2 ways in which the seismometer could be mad~ more sensitive, 
so \h<J.\ ii can detect smaller earthquakes. [2] 

12 
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13. The diagram_ ~elow sh?Ws a household electrical wiring circuit. The mains 
cable, containing the live and neutral wires, Is connected to a consumer 
unit via meter M. ~t t~e consumer unit, the wires branch out into a 
num~er of pa~ll~I arcu1ts. The diagram also shows the power circuit in 
the kitchen. It 1s 1n the form of a ring circuit with three sockets tapped off 
the nng. 

JOA 15A SA 

~ To slove 

' Ring circuit in 
lhe kilchen 

a. The rating of the stove Is '220 V, 6000 W'. Calculate the operating 
current reqwred by t.he s~ove. Hence, explain why the stove is directly 
connected to the mains via a separate circuit. [3) 

13 

E 

b. The following appliances are connected to the ring circuit in the 
kitchen. 

Appliance Power Rating 

Television 220 v. 600 w 
Computer 220 v. 2000 w 
Microwave 220V, 1500W 

I. If the appliances are all switched on, find the total current drawn 
from the mains. (2) 
~;~~- -==·-· ~ 

ii. Hence determine what will happen if an electrician replace the 
30 A fuse with a 15 A fuse when one switches on all the 
appliances at the same time. [1] 

c. Given that the power sockets are arranged in a parallel manner in the 
ring circuit, calculate the effective resistance in the ring circuit if all the 
three appliances (television, computer and microwave) are used at the 
same time. [3] 

d. Explain why all the fuses are connected on the live wire. [1) 

A safely pfecauti.on::0J)re~ent th~°'iippJf~n<;:e~~tror!_i bec;oming :l!Y_eJ1f~ho~l~ 
tfiere be a11Y ereg°triffiit'{a,ulf 

14 
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EITHER 
14. The figure below shows- an experimental set-up used for the 

delel"fTlination of the specific heat capacity of water and the specific latent 
heat of steam. 

A 20 V battery is used. The indicator on the rheostat, see figure 14b, can 
only be tuned, in the direction of max R or min R, however its exact value 
is unknown. 

Fig.14a 

"'i•R 

resistance on rheostat 

Fig 14b 

The inner copper can has a mass of 300 g when empty. It contains 2~0 ~ 
of waler. The copper can has a specific heal capacity of 0.40 J •c· g· 
and its outer surface polished. 

The air between the copper can and the metal container is trapped by a 
layer of Styrofoam. 

The circuit of the heater is switched on continuously while the readings of 
the ammeter, the voltmeter, the thermometer and the beam balance are 
recorded at regular time intervals. 

The graphs of the total mass of pan against time and the temperature of 
water against l ime have been plotted as shown below: 

15 

Total m•N on th• weighing pan/g 
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/ 

/ 
v 

/ 

958
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TimeJmln 

20
10 20 30 40 so 60 70 80 90 

Time after the circuit was :switched on/min 

a. Calculate the thermal energy gained by the copper can from time = 
10 min to time= 20 min stating the assumption that you have made 

[2) 

b. Write an expression for the thermal energy gained by the water 
from lime = 10 min to time = 20 min with the mass of the water 
being 240 g [1] 

_......,.,._...ar-t'"'"oW~ 

m}j~~~:ill~~Jr2'Hfit~~~R'.t2~~~ 
~7tlleJ~9§,tlJifl_ . }i~~Q~"ar1Ti:>·'4awe<1 
tr~L g~pgl[_tCJ!i.!'!§!~r.H. =-····- ""'~ L-~ 

c. Calculate the thermal energy given out by the heater from time ~ 10 
min to time = 20 min if the voltmete• and the ammeter readings 
have been 12 V and 3.5 A constantly. [2) 

j:.::i'l\Jt . . ... ~ , ' . 
Eb(3:5:: ~~· \(·1 O~qO) [1) 
.EL5.~.5,2o9.~.l11 

d. Calculate the specific heat capacity of water using the resulls of 
part (a) and (b). · (2) 

-- · ., .. r -··· -·~· · ... -.,:.~z4tict"2rr200 4.8'~ it·2.4.0,0:¥.•fv~90,p8,.,:l.§QQ;,c;:;li,,t,k_, .... .-5:'.·::...... .. 
~~!475q_'J'1{1<g K).0B· ef#~•f75\I (i(fi;K) 
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e. 

y 
descnbe the procedure you use to obtain the readings 

nt 
(3) 

-~ 

~~1hWm7fitt'~~~r4fl~!t&-mmamt...~ffii!FO;CtJ:al 
, : • _, 01atTthe- me·asureinerits;;.'k;'aric!ToiillfirFea1 
~.".P{>'fi'i'aW'a '.1fi'it"rill'lliii""d ~~~ii1~rljitf~IJ1iak}lr'.Witl1'Wa,te~ 

OR 
15. The figure below shows a circuit set up to test whether electrical 

resistance of a material changes when temperature of the surrounding 
changes. 

Figure 15 
Two unknown material, A and B, are tested. They are each tested in turn, 
by placing them between terminals X and Y. As the temperature changes, 
the current readings on the ammeter are noted. The results are shown in 
the table. 

Component under test I 11 OOC /A I at SOOC /A I at 7S°C /A I at JOO"C /A 

A 0.900 0.800 0.500 0.100 

B 0.002 0.006 0.008 0.010 

a. Using the figure 15 above, add in a voltmeter to it to show how it is can 
be used to measure the potential difference across XY. [1) 

b. Describe briefly how you would use the apparatus lo obtain a value for 
the resistance of the components A and B. [2] 

Each of the BOLD Is 0.5m. Round off, eg 2.5 = 3 IJ§&T&~'lJ.JiN1l 

17 

c. From the above table, state the component in which the resistance 
Increases as temperature increases. [1] 

d. On a certain day, the ammeter reads 0.003A- With only the table of 
values shown above, which materials, A or B, would you choose to use 
to predict the temperature of the surrounding? Explain [2) 

13·.[1) 
s1nar1r tias"li. lin·e~i''retation$hip:· 
l1J'-J'.''4§e_?sed~Jcif.i>r:§cii~ 1~~! 
<!~~~fy_t~an:AwtiJefi'Js~a: li!J.i:v 
4;pgii\jS. 
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e. You are given a new piece of material, C. You have been told that its 
resistance varies linearly with temperature from room temperature Op to 
100 °C. Describe an experiment to verify this_ In your account 

List the additional apparatus/ materials that you would need 
Describe the procedure you use lo obtain the readings (4) 

~$~iliJP.R'[f~fii.ThlJi.!¢.r.ijj~§~c~otfo1:..ili\~ 
llJIP,Jl - ..•. 
; ;~;.B®r~ffP]!];\'.Er'[liffi'P,°ll 
& T ~m~~tf{imp!) 
~ . ,, i~i1fiP.j). 
i! · 

'' / ...... Bunsen Burner 

12"~!!-;-- ;;,i~·; !!4~ ~0~1:\~s1;1o~~Ci'llli@ls9r-«l:Wl:.. ~ 

~±:P~$J; Jii.i§af~j~~liQQID'. 
I -

-'f.:· 

END OF PAPER 
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03 Using Explain, in molecular terms, how the gas exerts a pressure within 
h~~ • • - ~ 

~G.?.i:fu]!~~Ifilf2&iiinlfo~r'rifi5fri.ffi5ti6n'Mf 
£rg~iftroBre:~~ru:aa:~~~wma~Wim 
tt\WaifO~u''S'eXeffiiViF<i'rf8rclfiHJ 

;~~~'Wl~~~~arita"W¥fMru~1ctt 
twllffiil'ii:ifre'SWretsm~A:>!,1}klliJW~hit;iW'e'a 

bfmaiiilmJM['stirfl•exe'tt'~nn'e'.~111'1l 

Sf\'ff!JmDJ -
iii. the purpose of the insulator [2] 

t~t;~.~e~r:i1!Lili?~ .~.:.h.Jg~ 

m$\. ru}~rgy: t9:lti'.li'-~~.Qdl~9 
·µP'.("11 

c. Describe the thermal energy transfer processes from the outside of 
the house to the pipe leading at point A. [3] 

Ul 
o - r e • ·ciifil'.@~:,y~S:[i] 

d. Suggest a reason why the water in the heating system is not released 
into lhe water tank to be used as well (1] 

Static charge 
i. On the Fig 4b, draw the charges on the metal sphere. [1 ] 
MusJ)j~oh'.Jbe~a..e·~-~fu!·e.iJu,a!Tiujppet<lCi:Liiliif:: 

c. The wire connected lo earth is removed. Then lhe negatively charged rod 
is also removed, as shown in Fig 40. On Fig4D, draw the charges on the 
metal sphere. (1) 

20 
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Fig. 40 

d. The support is made from an insulator. What is the purpose of this 
stand? [1] 

f 

2f 
f. Will the velocity In reality be greater or smaller thai:t (c)? Explain. [2) 

151 

f. 
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6. A h.eavy sack of weight W hangs :rom the end of a rope. l he sack is pulled sideways by a 
horizontal force F and 1s held stationary. The tension in the rope is T. 

7. 

rope 

F 

Which force diagram gives the correctfvalue and direction for the tension T? 

A force F is applied to a bent rod which is hinged at Pas shown. In which diagram will F 
produce the largest moment? 

J 
4m 

I~ I~ 

A B D 

4E_Phy_S058_01_PE_2010 
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8. A uniform 16 m long plank weighing 350 N rests on supports 8.0 m apart. 

9. 

An 850 N man walks along the plank lo the right. 

How far past point B can the man walk before the plank tips? 

~ 
c 
D 

0.82m 
1.6 m 
2.5m 
3.3m 

Two similar cricket balls are released from a 20 m tower at the same time. One falls from 
the top, the other from half way up, as shown. 

·o DD 
DO D 

10 { ·ooo 

Which quantity is the same for the both balls? 

~ 
c 
D 

final speed 
acceleration 
lime of interval 
increase in velocity 

20m 

4E_Phy_5058_01 _PE_2010 
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10. The apparatus in the figure below is set up at a constant temperature of 30 •c, d = 12 cm. 
h = 10 cm. ' 

Air is trapped inside the left-hand closed limb while the right-hand limb can be moved up 
and down. The atmospheric pressure is 760 mm Hg. 

t 
l men:ory 

If the right-hand limb is raised such that the length of the trapped air, dis 11 cm, what is 
the length of h? 

A 9.0 cm 
B 11.0 cm 
C 14.6 cm 
D 17.8 cm 

11. Some gas is heated in a sealed container. Which of the following do NOT increase? 

A The number of collisions between the gas molecules and the container walls. 
B The force due to the collisions between the gas molecules and the container walls. 
C The average kinetic energy of gas molecules. 
0 The average distance between gas molecules. 

4E_Phy_5058_01_PE_2010 
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12. An object p of mass 2.0 kg is pulled up a slope with a force of 10 N from point X to point Y 

as shown in the diagram below. 

What is the work done against the forces opposing the motion along the slope if P moves 

at a steady speed? 

A 22 J 
B 30 J 
c 50 J 
D 52 J 

13. During a barbecue, why do we always cook food on top of the charcoal? 

A 
B 
c 
D 

To increase the rate of heat transfer by conduction. 
To increase the rate of heal transfer by convection. 
To increase the rate of heat transfer by radiation. 
To increase the rate of heat transfer by radiation and convection . . ... 

14 . In the process of convection, energy is transferred. 

A 
B 
c 
D 

by the diffusion of molecules th~ough ~ fluid. 
because of density differences in a fluid. • • 
because of temperature differences in a solid. 
by the vibration of molecules about a mean position. 

4E_Phy_50~_01_PE_2010 trendyline
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15. A thermocouple thermometer uses a voltmeter to measure the e.m.f. generated between 
two junctions. The junctions are al temperatures 11 and t2• To calibrate the thermometer, 
fixed points are needed. 

f 

What are the values of t1 and t2 when the thermometer is calibrated at the steam point? 

t1 t2 

A o-uc o0c 

B 0 °c 100 °c 

c 30°c o0c 

D 3o 0c 130°c 

16. It takes 2 minutes to raise the temperature of 1.7 kg of water by 40°C using a 2.5 kW 
heater. Assuming there are no heat losses, how long would it take to raise the 
temperature of 170 kg of water by the same amount using a 5.0 kW heater? 

A 
B 
c 
D 

80 minutes 
100 minutes 
200 minutes 
400 minutes 

4E_Phy _5058_01_P E_2010 
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17. The diagram shows a water wave travelling in the direction of the arrow. 

As the wave moves forward which of the following will happen? 

A 
B 
c 
0 

P and Q move from left to right. 
P will go down, Q will go up. 
P will go up, Q will go down. 
P will go up, Q will go up. 

18. The graph represents a wave pulse travelling along a rope at 1ms·
1 

in the direction shown 

by the arrow. 

direction o: wavo tfavel 

p 

10 12 14 

positionlm 

From the moment shown, what is the shortest time before point P on the rope has a 

displacement of 1.0m? 

A 2.0 s 
B 4.0 s 
c 6.0 s 
D 8.0 s 

~E_Ptiy_5056 _ 01 _PE_2010 
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19. A wave generator which makes 5 oscillations in one second is used to produce waves in a 
ripple tank. 

~·· 
12 cm 

Which of the following values of frequency, wavelength and speed could the waves 
have? 

Frequency I Hz Wavelength I cm Speed I cm s·1 

A 0.5 12 6 
B 5 3. 15 
e 5 12 60 
D 20 3 . 60 

20. An obJect o is placed in front of a plane mirror MN as shown In the diagram 
below. 

M _____ N 

X--~-------------~----•·-Y 
2 3 4 

A student moves her eve along the line x:f to observe the Image o. Identify 
the polntls> on 
the line x:f where the image of o cannot be seen. 

A. 
B 
c 
D 

4 only 
3 and 4 only 
1, 3 and ttonly 
1, 2 and 4 only 

4E.Phy_S0~8.01_PE.2010 

21. The refractive index of water is 1.33. 

Which of the following diagrams does not represent the behaviour of light as it travels from 
water into air? 

A B 

D 

I .• 

... ' ·· . 
eo- ' so• 

~>r::: 
alr " 

22. Below are four statements about the uses of electromagnetic radiation. 

Gamma rays are used in medical treatment. 
Infra-red waves are used in sunbeds. 
Microwaves are used in satellite TV. 
X-rays are used in intruder alarms. 

How many of these statements are correct? 

A 
e
c 
D 

1 
2 
3 
4 

4E. Phy_5058_01 _PE_2010 trendyline
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23. The diagram shows a student looking at a plane mirror. 

XYZ 

f 

Plane 
mirror 

Which of the following shows the image observed by the student in the plane mirror? 

A 

B 

c 

D 

IXYS 
lxvz 
lsvx 
IZYX 

4E_Phy_5058_01_PE_2010 
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24. Two rays of light strike a diverging lens as shown below. The distance from the centre of 
the lens, Oto F1 or to F2, is the focal length of the lens. 

Which statement about the rays after they have passed through the lens is correct? 

A They appear to come from F1 

B They appear to come from F2 
..:; They appear to come from 0 
D They m.eet at F2 

25. In the diagram below, John and Pete stand in an enclosed room with reflecting walls 1100 
m long. John on the left fires a gun which makes a loud sound. Pete standing 800 m away 
to the right hears the gunfire sound and hears two echoes. 

John 

~ 

IOOm 

Pete 

800m 

The speed of sound is 340 m/s. The time between the first two echoes is 

A 0.588 s 
B 0.294 s 
~ 0.882 s 
D 1.18 s 

4E_Phy_505ll_01_PE_2ll10 
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26. Four processes are used to charge an isolated metal sphere. 

p 

Q 

The charged rod is_removed. 

The sphere is earthed by touching it. 

R A charged rod is brought close to the sphere. 

S The earth connection is removed from the sphere. 

In which order should these processes be carried out to charge the sphere? 

First - Last 

A Q R p s 
B Q s R p 

G R Q s p 

D R Q p s 

27. During a single lightning flash, 20 C of charge travels between a cloud and the earth in 
0.02 s, across an average potential difference of 2.0 x 107 V. 

How much energy is converted during the flash? 

A 1.ox10·6 J 
B 1.o·x 106 J 
c 4.0x108 J 
D 2.0x1010 J 

28. An filament light bulb is supplied with a constant potential difference of 240 V. 

As the filament of the bulb heats up, its resistance 

A decreases and the current flowing throug;i it increases. 
6 decreases and the current flowing through it decreases. 
C. increases and the current f lowing througt1 it decreases. 
D increases and the current flowing through it increases. 

4E_Phy_50~_01_PE_20 10 
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29. A 0.4 m length of resisiance wire with a cross sectional area of 0.2 mm
2 

has a resistance 

012 n. 

30. 

Which wire of the same material w ill also have a resistance of 2 O? 

length cross sectional 
area 

A 0.2 m 0.2 mm2 

B o.2m 0.4 mm2 

c o.sm 0.4 mm2 

D O.Bm 0.1 mm2 

In the diagram, 1, is the current supplied by a battery. lz and b are the currents in each 
branch of the parallel arrangement shown. 

Which is the correct statement concerning I,, 12 and 13?. 

A 
13 
c 
D 

'1 is equal to 12 but bigger than b. 
12 is bigger than '3 but smaller than I, . 
13 is bigger than 12 but smaller than h . 
13 is equal to !, but bigger than 12. 

• 

4E_Phy_5056_01_PE_2010 trendyline
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31. The graph shows how the resistance of the thermistor varies with temperature. 
~hat Is the ammeter and voltmeter reading when the temperature of the thermistor 
1s 3o·c1 

• . re•lstance lo 
1000 

800 

400 

D 20 

f 

I 
I 

' 
I"\ 

" .... 
,._ 

t emp~ralt.Jre / 00 

2 a 40 so so 100 

Ammeter reading Voltmeter reading 

A 10mA / 4V 

B 15 mA 4V 

c 30mA 2V 

D 30mA 6V 

32. Birds ?an stand on an overhead transmission line without su'fering any harm. Which of the 
following statements best explain this? 

A Their bodies have a very high resistance. 
B Their feet are very good insulators. 
C There is no potential difference between their feel. 
b The spaces between their feather!! ;ict as insulators. 

4E_Plly_5058_01_PE_2010 
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33. In the circuit below, when the resistance of the variable resistor is decreased, 

34. 

1 

A 
B 

the voltmeter reading decreases. 

the voltmeter reading Increases. 

C the ammeter reading decreases. 

O the ammeter reading increases. 

The diagram shows a small compass that is placed near a magnet to plot the magnetic 

field. 

The reason for using a compass is that ____ _ 

A 

B 
c 
D 

~-------·--~---------------------------~ I I 

I 
I 
I 

' 1 
I 

' I 
I magnet 0 

composs 
1 I 
1 ' 

t-------------~------------------------· 

the compass needle is a magnetic material that can be easily magnetized and 
demagnetized. 
the magnetic field of the earth has not effect on the needle. 
the compass needle is a lreely suspended permanent magnet. 
the compass needle gets magnetized when placed in a magnetic field. trendyline
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35. A student measures the voltage and frequency of an a.c. supply and obtains the following 
trace on the oscilloscope screen. 

v 
""" ~ / 

~. 

~ / 
~ / 

If the screen grid has 1 cm squares and the controls have the following settings: 

y-gain: 3 mV I cm 
timebase : 2 ms I cm 

Which of the following correctly represents the voltage and frequency of the supply? 

Voltage I mV Frequency I Hz 

A 12 16 
B 12 62.5 
c 6 16 

0 6 62.5' 

19 

36. The diagrams show the forces F between two wires carrying currents out of the page. 
The magnetic fields close to the wires are also shown. 

Which diagram is correct? 

A 

F 

cb 
CV 

F 

B c 0 

ch ~ 6 ~, . 0 
CV cp. cp· 

F F F 

magneUc 
field line 

wire 
carrying 
current 

37. The figures below represent the magnetic field set up by current carrying conductor. 

·-~----- --- --- -- --- -- - -- - -- - - --. ....... 
; -· ... ~ - -- - ·- -- --

II Ill 

The dolled lines represent magnetic field. Which figure(s) show the correct pattern and 
direction of the magnetic field? 

A II only 
8 II and Ill only 
<.; I and II only 
0 I, II and Ill 

~E_Phy_50~8_01_PE_2010 
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38. As switch S is closed, In what direction does the compass needle point and what is the 
direction of the current through resistor R? 

0 ·· NS~N 

~ 
Compass needle d irection Current direction through R -

A West - . 
from 1 to 2 

B . West 
~ 

from 2 to 1 

c East from 1 to 2 

D East ~rom 2 to 1 

39. A permanent magnet moving up and down on the end of a spring induces an e.m.f. in a 
coil. 

Which of the following modifications, on its own, would decrease the maximum value of 
the induced e.m.f.? 

A increasing the number of turns in the coil 
B increasing the strength of the magnet 
C raising the coil 
l:> raising the support of the spring 

4t_f'l1y_5058_01_PE_2010 
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40. The diagram below shows a generator turning in the antH:lockwise direction. 

p 
Q 

Which of the following statements is true? 

A The induced current in the coil JKLM is the maximum in the 
position shown. .r 

B The induced current will change direction every 360° turn of the 
coil JKLM. 

C The magnetic field present will caused the coil JKLM to turn 
continuously. 

D The slip rings A and B ensure that the coil JKLM turn 
continuously in the anti-clockwise direction. 

4E_Phy_5058_01_PE_2010 
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2. A body of mass 0.5 kg is projected horizontally, with a speed of 8.0 mis, from the 
top of a tower AD which is 45 m above the ground level DC. It moves with a 
parabolic path and strikes the ground at C as shown in Fig. 2.1 . 

i 
45m 

Fig. 2.1 

Path of body 
/ 

8 is t~e point on the path of the body 32 m above the ground level. The ground 
level 1s taken as the zero level of potential energy. 

(a) Calculate is the total energy of the body at A. 

(b) How much potenlial energy has it lost in l'lOVing from A to B? 

(c) Calculate the kinetic energy of the body at B. 

<E .. Pby_lol8_02_P~ _ 2010 

(1 J 

[1] 

[1) 

5 

(d) What is the speed of the body at B? 

(e) Whal is the kinetic energy just before it strikes the ground at C? 

3. Fig. 3.1 below shows a mercury barometer and a manometer filled with mercury 
connected to a gas supply placed next to a meter rule. 

To g;tS 
•uppty 

100- - ~--·-

f := 

Fig. 3.1 
(a) Determine the atmospheric pressure indicated by the mercury barometer in 

cmHg . 

[1] 

(1] 

.. .. .. .. ·· · ·· ... ............ ........... . .. ....... .. ..... ............ .. ... . .... ........... .. .. .. ". .. [1] 

~E_Phy_SOSl_Ol_PE_lOIO 
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{b) Determine the gas pressure In cmHg. 

(c) Calculate the pressure at A in Pa. (Density of mercury= 13 600 kgm·3) 

(d) Explain in term of the behaviour of molecules, why lhe gas exerts a 
pressure on the mercury. 

•E_l'l>y_lOSS_O?_PE_lOJO 

[1J 

[3] 

[2] 

7 

4. Fig. 4.1 shows an enclosed glass cell containing smoke and still air. 

The smoke particles in the glass cell are observed through a microscope. 

~--

Fig. 4.1 

(a) Describe the behaviour of the smoke particles seen through the 
microscope. 

(b) What evidence does the observation provide about the air molecules? 
Justify your answer. 

4E_Pby_SOS8_02_PE_l010 
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5. (a) 

8 

School caretakers often use trucks such as the one shown in Fig. 5.1 
below lo move heavy objects around. The jesign of the truck makes it 
easier to lift the load and the wheels make it easy to move the load from 
one place to another. 

(i) 

Fig. 5.1 

On Fig. 5.1 mark and label the position of the pivot. 
You should also mark the load force and the effort force needed to 
lift the load. Show clear1y where they act and the direction in 
which they act. 

(ii) Explain, using the idea of moments, why the design or the truck 
makes it easier to lift the load. 

<E_Phy_lOll_Ol_PE_lOIO 

[2) 

[2] 

(b) 

9 

Fig. 5.2 shows a demonstration of the effect of frictional forces on 
balancing a metre rule by moving two fingers A and B towards each other. 

The 200 g uniform metre Jule is being supported by A and B. The reaction 
forces of the fingers A and B on the rule are labeled as RA and Re 
respectively. 

Mass 200 g 

~·· . 

-+!10.0cm~ ~20.0cm-: 

Fig. 5.2 

(i) Mark the position of the centre of gravity of the metre rule with "X". 

(ii) Calculate the reaction forces (RA and Re) exerted on the ruler. 

4E_Phy_l0ll. ~_PE_20IO 

[1 ] 

[4] 
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6. Jn the circuit shown in Fig. 6.1, the variable resistor R is adjusted such that the 
current flowing through the ammeter is 0.20 A. 

24V cr;:-1' 
500 

BOO 

Fig. 6.1 

(a) What is the potential difference between P and Q? 

(b) What is the current flowing through R? 

(c} What is the resistance of R? 

4E_Pt.y_ 505!_02_fE_:ro10 

[1] 

[2] 

[2] 

I I 

7. An electric lamp is labeled "250 V 100 w· and an immersion heater is labeled 
"250V, 2kW" 

(a) Explain what is meant by the label "250 V 100 w· on the lamp. 

(b) Calculate the current flow in the heater when it is operating normally. 

(c) Explain why It is dangerous to connect the heater to the main supply 

[2] 

[2] 

without an earthing il. [2] 

4E_Phy_505&_02_PE_lOJ0 
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8. Fig. 8.1 shows an alternating current input is connected to the two resistors. 

Y-input 

- -+---• 

2on 

CRO 

600 

'------------0 I\; 0-----------' 

AC source 

Fig. 8.1 

The Y-input terminals of a Cathode Ray Oscilloscope (CRO) is connected across 
the 20 n resistor. 

The time-base of the CRO is set at 5 ms/division and the Y-gain is 2 V/division. 

(a) Calculate the peak voltage across the 20 n resistor. 

(b) Determine the frequency of the AC source. 

<E. Pby_SOSB_02_PE_2DIO 

(1) 

(2) 

(c) 

.. 

13 

The CRO is used to measure the speed of sound as shown in Fig. 8.2. 

10.0m ___JI~ 
Microphone ~ ' Light 

Mov•ble 
wall 

D g,_ Pulse gene<ator 

CRO 

Fig. 8.2 

The wall is stationary.and a pulse is generated by the pulse generator. 
The CRO is turned on at the same time and the waveform is obtained as follow. 

(i) Base on the information, calculate the speed of sound if the time
base of the CRO is set at 1 O ms/division. 

(Ii) The movable wall is now set to move towards the pulse generator. 
After 1 s, the waveform is obtained as follo\\f>. Determine the speed of the 
trolley moving towards the pulse generator if the CRO is set at 10 
ms/division. 

: ; : : : : 
--t---t---t---~·-.. ·-t - -

1 t • t I 1 
I t t I I I 

--:--:--:--·:1··•··:-· 
l > >--•··•··~--->· --•·· f • I t I I 

t 1 I I I I 
--.-- t ··'l--1-- -t- -t- · 

t I I t I I I 
I I I t I I I 

___ ....... - t--+-· .. ·+--•--
1 I I I t O I 
t t I I I I I 

<b.~y_SOS8_02_PE_ 20 1C 
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Section B 

Answer all the questions from this secti:>n . 
• Question 11 has a choice of parts to answer. 

9. Fig. 9.1 shows a man is watching a thunderstorm which is directly over a village. 
Some distance behind the village Is a mountain which is about :.1.5 km trom the 
man. 

The flash is seen as a result of the effect of the electrical discharge on the gases 
or rain droplets through which the charges travel. When the distance between the 
cloud and the ground is 400 m, the average time for the lightning discharge from 
the cloud to the ground is about 4.0 x 10-3 s. The amount of current produced 
during the discharge is 20 000 A. The maximum power produced in every channel 
of the flash Is about 1.0 x 108 W per metre of channel. Most of the power is 
dissipated in heating the channel to around 30 000 °C. This heats 'up the air 
sufficiently to cause rapid expansion. The shock waves formed are then heard as 
thunder. Travelling at 340 m/s, the thunder reaches the man after the flash is 
seen. 

(a) For each lightning flash, the man can hear a loud sound of thunder 
followed by. a softer one. 

(i) Why does the man hear two sounds? 

4E_Phy_SOSl_Ol_ P6_1010 

[1] 

15 

(ii) Suggest a reason for the second sound to be softer. [1] 

(iii) Calculate the distance between the man and the thunderstorm if the 
time lapse between the two sounds is 4.4 s. [2) 

(b) When the distance between the cloud and the ground is 400 m, determine 

(i) the amount of charges that flow during discharging, [2) 

(ii ) the typical potential difference between the cloud and the ground, [2] 

(iii ) the energy involved in the discharge when the flash is formed. [2] 

4E_Phy_SOS1_02_PE_2010 
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10. Fig. 10.1 shows a circuit diagram. The mains vcltage is 220 V. 

F, 

x -E==t---t-----, 
• Y, _ __ __,..-...-----. 

Lightlng 
Circuit 

220 V, 220 V, 220 V, 
50W 50W SOW 

Fig. 10.1 

(a) Explain the use of fuses in the circuit. 

Power Circutt 

33·rv 
150W 

DVD player 
20W 

Hair Dryer 
250W 

(b} Some electrical appliances like hair dryer and DVD player do not have an 
earth wire. Explain why? 

4E_Phy SOS8_02_PE_20JO 

[1] 

[1] 
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.. 
(c) The electrician made a mistake in the construction of the lighting circuit. 

(i) Suggest what is wrong with such a connection for the three bulbs . 

(ii) On the space below, draw a correct connection for the three bulbs. (you do 

(1] 

not have to draw the rest of the circuit diagram). {1] 

(d) Assuming the lighting circuit has been corrected: 

(i) The whole system, including the lighting circuit, is switched on for 8 hours. 
Calculate the cost of electricity if it is charged at $0.20 per kWh. (3) 

(ii) Calculate the total current flowing through the whole circuit and hence 
suggest a suitable fuse rating for F,. [3] 

4E_Pby_m8 _02_PE_2010 trendyline
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EITHER 

11. Man~ cars are fitted with an air-bag, as shown in Fig.11.1. In a collision, the air
bag inflates and reduces the effect of the Impact between the passenger and the 
dashboard. 

dashboard -..._____, __ 

Fig.11.1 

(a) In a test of the air-bag, a heavy ball is used instead of the passenger. 
The car is travelling at 14 m/s when It hits a wall. The air-bag inflates and 
the ball takes 3.0 s to come to resl The ball has mass 5.0 kg. 

(i) 

(ii) 

Calculate the averag.e deceleration of the ball. 

Calculate the average force exerted on the ball. 

(3) 

[2) 

(iii) Using ideas about acceleration, explain how the air-bag reduces the 
force on the ball during the test. [2) 

(b) If there was no air-bag, a large pressure would be exerted on the ball at 
the point where it hits the dashboard. 

(i) Define pressure. [1) 

(ii) The inflated air-bag reduces the pressure exerted on the ball. State 
two reasons why the pressure is reduced. (2] 

46_Phy_50S8_02. PE_l010 
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OR 
In an experiment to determine the specific heat .capacity of? liquid,? 0.~2 kW 
immersion heater is used to heat the liquid. Ounng the heating, the hqul· w~s 
constantly stirred. The graph below shows how the temperature of the 1qu1 
changes with time. 

Temperatui-ef.C 

~ . 
__,..-

60 

/ 
40 

/ 
A 

/__ 
...-Timc/s 

50 

30 
0 50 100 150 200 250 

(a) Use the portion OA of the graph to calculate a value for the heat capacity 

of the liquid. 

(b) Explain why the value you have calculated is bigger than the actual value. 

(c) Explain why the liquid is constantly stirred during the experiment. 

(d) What happens to the liquid along BC of the graph? 

(e} Explain, in molecular terms, what has happened to the heat supplied by the 

heater along BC. 

(f) Calculate a value of the specific latent heat of vaporisation of the liquid if 
109 of the liquid evaporates during the time B to C. 

End of Paper 

•s _Phy _soss_Ol_Ps_ 2010 
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[1] 

[1) 

(1] 

[2) 
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1. (a) 

Answer all of the following questions In the spaces provided. 

It means the car is moving in a specific direction and for every one second, it consistently moves 15 m. [1] 
(b) t = s/v

= 12/15 
= 0.80 s (2 sf)

(c) s = area under the graph 
20=Yoxtxv

t = (2 X 20) / (15) (1] 
= 2.67 
= 2.7 s (2 sf) [1] 

15 

[1] 
[1] 

Vims·' 

20 

2. 

(b) p.e. loss= mgh
= 0.5 X 10 X (45-32) 
= 65 J 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

k.e. at point B = 241 - 160 = 81 J 

k.e. = Y, mV2 

81 = Y, X 0.5 X V2 

V = 18 mis 

k.e.= 241 J 

3. (a) Atmospheric pressure = 76.0 cm Hg (1 dp)

tis (b) Gas pressure = 86.0 cm Hg (1 dp)

(d) 

(e) 

vims·' 
151----

0.80 3.5 
1/s 

Braking dis lance will be larger. 
[1] 

As the braking force (fritional force between tyre and road) is constant, the 
increase in mass of the car will cause the deceleration of the car to 
decrease (a= Flm). Hence, the braking distance will Increase. [1) 

Or When mass cf the car increases. the Initial also increases. Since initial is 
the reluctance for an object change its state of motion, the car with 
increased initial will take a longer distance to stop, given the same initial 
speed. (1, 1] 

(c) Pressure at A in cmHg = 35.0 + 76.0
= 111.0 cm Hg [1] 

Pressure at A in Pascal = hpg 
= (111 X W-2)(13.6 X 103)(10) (1) 
= 15 0960 
= 1.5 x 105 Pa (2 sf) [1) 

"(d) The gas molecules are in constant random motion colliding 
with the surfaca'Of the mercury, exerting a force on the surface [1] 

and the force exerted per unit area on the surface of the 
mercury is the pressure of the gas. [1] 

4. (a) The smoke particles are seen constantly tnovinq about randomly. [1 J
The smaller particles are seen to move about more quickly that the 
bigger particles. [1) 

(b) Evidence:
Air molecules possess energy and are moving about randomly and
haphazardly. [1] 

Justification:
Each smoke particle is constantly bombarded by the air molecules
from all sides. These bombardments are not balanced and give rise
to a resultant force that causes the smoke oarticle to move. [1] 

� 
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5. (a) (i) Pivot at centre of wheel [1] 
Effort [1] at handle lo the rig ht and 
Load d ownwards at centre of gravity near centre [1] 

[max= 2] 
[allow one error] 

(ii) The effort is further from pivot [1] 
So only a small effort is needed to produco:: a lciryer moment [1] 

(b) (i) at 50 cm mark (1] 

(ii) ~x0.7=2x0.3 [1] 
RA = 0.86 N (f /3 sf) [1] 

Rax 0.7 = 2 x 0.4 [1) 
Ra= 1.14 N (2/3 sf) [1] 

6 , (a) p.d. = 24 - (80 x 0.2) ... 
= 8.0V [1] 

(b) V= RI 
8 = 50 x I 
l=0.16A [1) 

current through R = 0.2·- 0.16 
= 0.040 A -[1) 

(c) V= RI 
8 = (40 + R)x0.04 [1) 
R=160fl [1) 

5 

7. (a) For the lamp to operate normally, the lamp requires a potential difference 
of 250 V across it. [1] 

8. 

The amount of electrical energy converts to light and other form of energy 
such as thermal energy per second is 100 J. [1] 

(b) P= IV 
[1] 
[1) 

(c) 

(a) 

(b) 

I = 2000 / 250 
= 8.00 A (2/3 sf) 

If the live wire comes into contact w ith the metal case of the heater 
accidentally, the case will become 'live' with a potential of 240 V. (1) 
Without a earthing, the current will flow from the high voltage wire through 
anyone touching the metal case and to the Earth. The person will get an 
electric shock. [1] 

Peak voltage =2x2 
=4.0V [1) 

f = 1/T 
= 1/(4 x 5 x 10·3 [1] 
= 50 Hz [1] 

( c) (i) v = s I (V2) 
. = 10.0 I [(6 x 0.001)/2] 

= 333.33 
= 3.3 x 102 ms·' (2 sf) [1 ] 

(ii) Distance of the wall from the generator 
s = vt 
= 333.33 x (5 x 0.01 )/2 
= 8.33 rn [1] 

Distance moved by the trolley in 1 s 
= 10.0- 8.33 
= 1.67 m 

Speed of the trolley 
= 1.67 / 1 
= 1.7 ms·1 [1] trendyline



9. (a) (i) The first sound is the direct sound of the thunder. The 
second S·JUnd is the reflected sound (echo) of the thunder 
from the mountain. [1] 

(ii) 

(iii) 

(b) (i) 

The sound energy was absorbed/Josi to the surrounding 
when the sound hit the mountain and was reflected back to 
the man. 

distance between thunderstorm and mountain 
= speed x time 
= 340 x 4.4/2 
=748m 

distance between man and the thunderstorm 
= 2500 - distance between thunderstorm and mountain 
= 2500- 748 
= 1752 m 

Q= It 
= 20 ODO x 4.0 x 10.J 
=80 c 

(ii) P =VI 
1.0 x 108 x 400 = v x 20 000 

v = 2.0 x 106 v 

(iii) E = V x Q 
= 2 x 106 x 80 
= 1.6x108 J 

[1] 

[1] 

[1 ] 

[1] 
[1] 

[1] 
[1] 

[1] 
[1] 

-··' 
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10. (a) A fuse protests equipment and wiring system against excessive current flow. 
It becomes hot, melts and breaks the circuit when current flow is greater than 
its rated value. [ 1] 

(b) It is protected by double insulation i.e. the wire itself has a layer of insulation 
plus the plastic casing of the appliance . [1] 

(c) (i) Each bulb is not operating al its rated voltage i.e. NOT at its normal 
brightness. 

OR When one bulb is out of order, the other two bulbs will also NOT light 
up as they connected in series. [1] 

(ii) All bulbs must be connected in parallel [1] 

e.g. 

(d) (i) Total power = (50 x 3) + 2200 + 150 + 20 + 250 + 80 
= 2850 W = 2.85 kW [1] 

Electrical Energy consumed= 2.85 x 8• = 22.8 kWh [1] 

Cost= 22.8 x $0.20 = $4.56 [1] 

(ii) Total P = VI 
l=PN 
I= 2850 / 220 [1) 
= 12.9 A 
= 13A (1] 

A '15 A fuse' should be used. [1] trendyline



11. (a) (i) a= (v-u)/t [1] 

=14/3 [1] 

= 4. 7 m/s2 (2/3 sf) [1] 

(ii} F = ma or !'i x (i} [1) 
= 23 N (213 sf) (1] 

(iii) It takes a longer time (of impact) for the ball to come to stop 

This results in smal~acceleration 

(b) (i) pressure= force I area or P =FIA or force on unit area 

(ii) 

OR 

larger area 

smaller force 

[1] 

(1) 

(a) By principle of conservation of energy, 

Electrical energy lost by the heater= Heat absorbed by the liquid 

Pi= CiJO [1] 

(0.12 x 103
) w x 100 s = c x (so ·c -3o •c) !11 

c = soo J ·c·1 111 

(b) Part of the heat from the heater is lost to the surroundings. [1] 

(c) To ensure the temperature of the liquid is uniform throughout 
the liquid. [1] 

(d) The liquid boils. [1] 

(e) The heat absorbed is used to break the intermolecular bonds 
between liquid molecules [1] 
and to push back the atmosphere in order to escape as 
vapour. [1] 

(1] 

(1] 

[1] 

9 

(f) By principle of conservation of energy, 

Electrical energy lost by the heater = Heat absorbed by the liquid 

Pt= mlv 

(0. 12 x 103) W "GO s • 0.010 kg x Iv 

Iv= 6.0 x 105 J kg-1 

[1) 

[1] 
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A van moves from point A to B along a straight road at an average speed of 2 mis. It 
then returns from point B to point A at a higher average speed of 4 mis. 

r-~~-=--~__.~~=---=---~ 
I 

What is the average speed ol the van for the whole journey? 

A zero 

B 1.33m/s 

c 2.67 mis 

0 3.00mls 

Jardena participates in a 100 m race. In the first 4 seconds. she increases her speed 
with a constant acceleration of 2.5 m/s

2
. She then maintains her speed until she 

finishes the race. Jardena can finish the 100 m race in a time of 

A 8.Ss 

B 

c 
0 

11.5 s 

12.0 s 
12.5 $ 

Which of the following statements concerning mass and weight is correct? 

A 
B 
c 
0 

At a particular place, weight of an object is directly proportional to it mass. 

Both mass and weight are measured in kilogram. 

Both mass and weight do not change with location. 

Both mass and weight have directions pointing to the ground. 

A horizontal force F pushes a block of mass m along a horizontal rough plane ai a 
constant speed v . What is the work done against friction during time t? 

A 
F 
-xvxt 
m 

B 
m 
-xvxt 
F 

c Fxvxt 

D m xv x t 

5 

6 
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A bullet of mass 0.1 kg is shot into a wall. The depth of penetration is 10 cm 

0.1 kg 

l __ _ _ 
If the resisting force ac:ing on the bullet by the wall is 9 800 N, estimate the speed of 
the bullet, v before entering the wall. 

A 120 mis 

B 140 mis 

C 160 mis 

O 180 mis 

A , B, C, 0 and E are five positions on a smooth curved rail. Position C Is directly 
across E as shown in the diagram. 

A 

E 

D 

A marble released from rest at A slides along the rail. The speeds of the marble at B, 
C, D and E are v,, v,. v, and v4 respectively. 

Which of the following about the speeds is correct! 

A v, > v3 > v2 > v1 

B V1 > V2 > V3 >Ve 

c v. = v, > v, > v, 
D V3 > v. = v, > v, 

7 The pressure of a gas ~oes not depend on the 

A average speed of the molecules. 

8 frequency of molecular collision per unit area of the wall. 

C mass of each molecule. 

0 molecular collisions among the gas molecules. 

Physics Paper 1 Sec 4 Prelim Exam 2010 
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A manometer is conneded to an air pump as siown. 

.'<' -- -
~: 

1m 

Given Iha~ the manometer is filled with waler of density 1 000 kg/m3 and the 
almosphenc pressure Is 100 000 Pa, what is the air pressure p caused by the air 
pump? Take g; 10 N/kg_ ' 

A 100 000 Pa 

B 110 000 Pa 

C 200000 Pi! 
0 210 000 Pa 

Which of the following statements. best describes the upper fixed point? 

A 

B 

e 

The upper fixed point is the temperature at which water boils. 

The upper fixed point is the temperature al which pure water boils. 

The upper fixed point is the temperature at which pure waler boils under 
standard atmospheric pressure. 

D The upper fixed point Is Iha temperature at which pure water boils in vacuum. 

After thermal energy is transferred to a substance which may be a solid a liquid or a 
gas, what must happen to the substance? ' 

A 
B 
c 
0 

The temperature of the substance must increase 

The kinetic energy of the molecules of the subst~nce must increase . • 

The potential energy of the molecules of the substance must Increase 

The internal energy of the substance must increase. . 

Which of the following pairs of substances have different specific heat capacities? 

A Alcohol at 2o·c and alcohol at 3o·c. 
B Al~mln_ium in the form of a rectangular block and aluminium In the form of a 

cyl1ndncal block. 

C Liquid naphthalene and solid naphthalene. 

0 Water in a large tank and water in a cup. 

•dist Girls' School Physics Paper 1 Sec 4 Prelim Exam 2010 
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metallic object 

lldllmmlm __ ... f- woodeg poor 

A metallic object is placed on a wooden floor at room temperature. When we touch 
them, we feel that the object is colder ;han the floor. Which of the following statements 

are correct? 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The temperatures of the object and the floor are lower than our bod y 

temperature. 

The temperature of the object is lower than the temperature of the floor. 

The object is a better conductor of thermal energy than the noor. 

A (1) and (2) only 
B (1) and (3) only _ 

C (2) and (3) only 

D (1), (2) and (3) 

During a campfire, we sit around In a circle beside a fire. Our faces feel hot. Thermal 

energy is transferred from the fire to our face mainly by 

A convection. 

B radiation. 
C radiation and conduction. 

D radiation and convection. 

14 A double-glazed window has two sheets of glass separated by a layer of air. 

Thermal energy is conducted and convected through the layer of air. The amount of 
conduction and convection varies with the thickness of the layer of air, as shown in t he 

grar;h. 

thermal energy 
transfer 

through a 
double glazed 

window 

' total energy 
transfer by 

'· ', conduction end , 
•• .• :onvectio~_,,,.- by convection .. , .-" 

---------- ------------------
Which thickness of air produces the smallest energy transfer, and why? 

A 0.5 cm because there is little convection 

8 1.0 cm because the total thermal energy tr;insfer is least 
C 1.5 cm because the total thermal energy transfer is small and conduction is low 

D 2.0 cm because there is little conduction 

Phvsics Paper 1 Sec 4 Prelim Exam 2010· 
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15 A layer of oil on the surface of hol soup can reduce lhe rate of temperature fall of the 
soup because 

A 

'B 
oil is a bad conductor ol lherrnal energy. 

oil has a smaller la!ent heal of vaporisation than water. 

C the layer of oil prevents lhe·mal energy transfer by convection. 

0 lhe layer of oil reduce the rate of evaporation of the soup. 

16 A musician plays a violin. The string of the violin vibrates and sound trarsmits through 
the air. 

17 

Which of the following correctly describes the waves produced? 

A Longitudinal waves are produced in the string and in the air_ 

B Longitudinal waves are produced in the string and transverse waves are 
produced in the air. 

c 
0 

Transverse waves are produced in the string and in the air. 

Transverse waves are produced in the string and longitudinal waves are 
produced in the air. 

A wave on a string is produced by a vibrator. 

The waveforms at time t = 0 and t =. 0.03 s are as shown in the diagrams. ,-··- direction of wave motion l 
1! I ·r----· 

I 
vibrator 

] """"' 
Which of the following statements about the wave is/are correct? 

(1) The amplitude of the wave is 1 cm. r 
(2) The wavelength of the wave is 2 cm. 

(3) 

A. 
B 

c 
D 

The period of the wave is 0.04 s. 

(1) only 

(2) only 

(1) and (3) only 

(2) and (3) only 

t= Os 

t = 0.03 s 

Melhodist Girls' School Physics Paper 1 Sec 4 Prelim Exam 2010 
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Question 18 - 19 

A transverse wave travels along a string as shown in the followmg figure. 

18 If the frequency of the wave is 12 Hz, what is the velocrty of the wave? 

19 

A 1.0mis 

B 4 O mis 

l? 4.8 mis 

D 12 mis 

If the frequency of the wave is doubled, what will be the amplitude and the wavelength 
of the wave? Assume the speed of the wave remains ~nchanged 

L___ 
Amplitude Wavelength 

A 0.1 m 0.2 m 

B 0.1 m 0.4 m 
1- · 

c 0.2m - 0.4 m 

p 0.2m ~ O.Bm 
--

20 I ~ound transmitter l 

LE~ :J flaw 
A ' ultrasound receiver 

There is a flaw in a steel bar AB. A transmitter installed at end A sends an ultrasonic 
pulse to end B. Two refiected pulses are then rec,eived by a rece~er also installed ~l 
end A The reflected pulses are received 1.5 x 10 s and 2.0 x 10 s after the pulse rs 
emitted. 

What is the distance of the flaw from end A? (The speed o( sound in steel is 5 200 mis) 

A 0.39 m 
B 0.53 m 

C 0.76 m 

0 1.04 m 
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21 A loudspeaker is connected to a signal generabr as shown in the diagram below. 

22 

loudspeaker 

The output frequency of the signal generator is increased from O Hz to 20 kHz while 
the output amplitude is kept constant. 

Which of the following graphs best shows the varlatlon of the loudness of the sound 
emitted by the loudspeaker with the frequency as heard by a normal hum'an ear? 

A f B 

Loudness Loudness 

20 kHz Frequency ~Hz Frequency 
c 

Loudness Loudness 

20kHz Frequency 20kHz Frequency 

Which of the following statements concerning 
renection in a plane mirror is incorrect? 

the image of an object formed by 

A The distance of the image from the mirror is the same as the distance of the 
object from the mirror. 

B The image can be formed on a screen. 

C T he image has the same size as the object 

D The image is erect. 

Physics Paper 1 ·----- s-ec 4 Prellm Exam 2o10 
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P, a, R and s are four objects placed al the same level above a plane mirror of length 

1) cm as shown in the figure. 

... .......... -•-. ·· ::. ··-------·· .: .... -····-·· ··--d~· - ···-·--R~ ........ st. 
p, x. ' ' : 

! ~ ' • : 

. . 
... ---~-- ------- ~- ·-... ---- '-· 

mnmm»;>I~ --~ cm 4 cm ~ 4 4 cm ~I 

Which of the four 0 bjects can be seen in the mirror by an observer al position X? 

A 
e 
c 
0 

p and Q on1y 

Q only 
Q and R only 

Rand Sonly 

lhe following diagrams show the refract on of light in four different liquids. 

Which liquid has the highest refractive index? 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----, 

A .B 

air 

I 
I c 

I air olr 

l liquid (3) 
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25 F and F' are the foci of the converging lens. C and C' are both al a distance of two 
times the focal length from the lens. 

26 

' 

I I I I I 
c F F' C' [; 

In order that a magnified image of a luminous object is formed on a screen, where 
should the object and the screen be placed? 

.. •. ' ·~·._ r : ·~ . -

; ... -P,os ition'Of''obj eet ~· .,, Position oi screen· -

A Beyond c Beyond C' 

8 Beyond C Between F' and C' 

c Between F and C ., Beyond C' 

D Between F and C , Between F' and C' 

The diagram below shows an experimental set-up to study the inage formed by a 
converging lens of focal length 15 cm. The object is an illuminated arrow " '-.~ placed a 
distance of 30 cm away from the lens. The screen is moved to obtain a sharp image. 

lens 

Which of the following diagrams shows the shape of the image on the screen as seen 
by the observer? 

c D 

l 
I 

Methodist Girls' School Physics Paper 1 Sec 4 Prelim Exam Z01f 
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Two uncharged metal spheres, not touching one another, are suspended by means of 
cotton thread. A positi'1ely charge rod is brought near. 

... + + + + t1:=:::: 
+ ... + + + 

Which diagram shows what happens to the spheres? 

+ + + + t 

ti::::;::~:: 
+ + ... + + 

c 

.,,;------

! 
(f ;1,3) 

~(4) 
x------- Q 

.. + + .. + 
ti:::=:. 

+ + + + + 

D 

I 

I 
I 

I 
_J 

The diagram above shows an electric field line XY and a positive charge _Q placed on 
the field line. The d irection of the electric force acting on Q is best represented by 

A 
B 
15 
D 

(1) 

(2) 
(3) 

(4) 
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The e.m.f. of a dry cell is 1.5 V means that 

A 1.5 C of charge passes through the cell in 1 s. 
B The cell appl'es a force of 1.5 Non each coulomb of charge passing through it 
C The cell supplies 1.5 J of energy to the charge passing through it in 1 s. 

'Ci The cell supplies 1.5 J of energy to each coulomb or charge passing through it. 

At which point in the circuit is the current the smallest? 

B 

0 

The diagram shows the circuit for a hair-dryer_ 

' -- ----- - --
fan 

p 

Q 

heater 

heater 

The fan has a power rating of 0. 1 kW and the heaters each have a rating or 0.4 kW. 
The cost of electricity is 8 cents I kWh. 

What is the cost of running the dryer for two hours with switches P and Q closed and 
switch R open? 

A 1 6 cents 
B 3.2 cents 
c 6.4 cents 
0 8.0 cents 

l 
l 
I 
I 

1od1st Girls' School Physics Paper 1 
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l'he diagram below shows the circuit formed when a rice-cooker is plugged into a 
mains socket. 

2.1 kW healing element 

CVm••~ live wire ··----·-··-, 
' 

supply 

Neutral wire 

10A fuse 
' . ~ : ____ r _______ _______ ! . 

Metal case 

There is one fault in this arrangement. The fault is that 

A the earth wire should not be connected to the metal case. 
e the ruse value is too low. 

~ the ruse should not be in the neutral wire. 

0 the switch should not be in the .ive wire. 

which of the following diagrams correctly shows the pointing direction of a compass 
when it is placed near two bar magnets as shown? 

A B 

::::::JJ 
9N 

:::m =:sJ 
c 0 

=~=:Im N 
© (D 

L_ =:w 
N 
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34 An object X is brougtit near (but not touching) a bar magnet which is placed on an 
electronic balance as shown in the diagram_ X may be 

35 

(1) 

(2) 

a bar magnet; 

a iron bar: 

(3) a copper bar_ 

r-------
1 
i I 

If the reading of the balance decreases, what can X be? 

A (1)only 

& {1) and (2) only 

C (1) and (3) only 

0 (2) and (3) only 

A bar magnet attached to a spring balance is hung vertically above an electromagnet 
as shown in the diagram below 

I 
I 

r ------
1 

- --------, 
I 

l 

bar magnet 

What will happen to the reading of the spring when switch S is closed? 

A The reading will be changing periodically. 

B The reading will decrease. 
C The reading will increase. 

D The reading will remain unchanged 

Physics Paper r-· Sec 4 Prelim Exam 2010 
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36 The diagram shows a brass rod and an iron rod beside each other at lhe bottom of a 
rectangular coil. 

37 

rectangular 
co l 

~rass rod iron rod 

What happens when a direct current passes through the coil? 

A Only the brass rod is magnetised. 

B Only the iron rod is magnetised. 

C The two rods attract each other. 

O The two rods repel each other. 

In diagram 1 below, a galvanometer deflects to the right with a reading of 10 µA 

> 

The north pole of the same magnet Is now pushed towards the same coil from the 
other side at a faster rate as shown in diagram 2 ab~ve. 

Which of the following statements is correct? 

A 

B 

c 
D 

The deflection on the galvanometer will be less than 10 µA to the left 

The deflection on the galvanometer will be more than 10 µA to the left. 

The deflection on the galvanometer will be less than 10 µA to the right, 

Tl\e deflection on the galvanometer will be more than 10 1iA lo the right 

Methodist Gir1s' School ~Physics Paper 1 
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38 In the diagram below, the portion XY of the soft iron core of the transformer is 
removable. 

Which of the following Is correct when XY Is removed? 

A 
B 
c 
D 

The brightness of the lamp defreases. 
The brightness of the lamp increases. 

The brightness of the lamp remains unchanged. 

The lamp stops lighting. 

J 

39 The diagram shows an a.c. generator. 

Coll 

....... 

I 
l ___ , __ :__ __ 0,.,• __ _ 

Which of the following statements is true? 

A Lncreaslng the speed of 1he coil increases the induced voltage but not the 
f requency. 

B Increasing the speed of the coil increases the output frequency but not the 
induced voltage. 

C The induced voltage is zero when the coil is at 90i to the position shown In the 
diagram. 

D The induced voltage is zero when the coil is in the position shown in the 
diagram. 

uxlist GiMs' sciloor------ · - ·· Physics Paper 1 Sec 4 Prelim Exam 2010 
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40 A simple a.c. generator produces an alternating e.m.f. as shown. 

-0 
·-

.o I \ I \ 
.. 

> 

0 '.S: 1.0 -\1/0 - - L _ -.0 --· 
Tlmo / 1 ~ 

·I 
I 

---1 --1-
,0 -2 

The speed of the generator is doubled. 

Which graph best represents the new output? 

A e 

c 0 

End of Paper 
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Section A [50 marks] 

Answer all the questions in this section in the spaces provided. 

A skydiver of mass 70 kg jumps from a· plane. The graph In Fig. 1 shows how the 
vertical velocity of the sky-diver varies with time. Parts of the graph 1ave been labelled 
A, B, C, D and E. 

40 

30 

20 

l 
10 

0 
0 

Time ls 
10 15 20 25 JO J5 40 4.5 50 

Fig 1 

(a) 

{b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Al point A on the graph, the skydiver has acceleration equal lo the acceleration 
due lo gravity of 10 mis'. 

Calculate the resultant force acting on the skydiver at this instant. 

Resultant force=------ (1) 

(i) Describe the type of motion the skydiver is experiencn g from B to C. 

(1) 

(ii) What is the resultant force on the skydiver between Band C? 

(1) 

Describe and explain the motion of the skydiver from C until she lands at E 

------------------------------

(2) ---------- - - - - -------------·-·----- -
Another skydiver, of the same mass, falls from the same height and deploys her 
parachute after the same duration as the earlier diver but uses a parachute with 
a smaller surface area. On the same grid in Fig. 1.1, sketch a graph to show 
her motion. (2) 

• MettiOclTst Girls' School Physics Paper 2 Sec 4 Prelim Exam 2010 
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' .. F 2 below shows part of a prefabricated bridge structure being lifted into pos1llon. 
T~g~ structure Is made of cone<ete and steel. It Is held in position at each end by. two 
cranes. The structure has a mass of 300 000 kg. The centr~ of mass of the bndge 
s\Jucture is :;.o rn from one end and the length of the structure 1s 25.0 m. 

Take g = 10 Nllc;g 

(a) 

(b ) 

(<::) 

Fl . 2 

What is the weight of the prefabricated bridge structure? 

Weight,, _ _ ____ {1) 

Draw and label on the diagram, the tensions T,, T, in the cables of cranes 
1
1 

and 2 respectively. [ I 

Calculate the tensions of each cabte. 

[J) 
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Fig. 3 Siows a tube dipped into a bowl of water. Water has been drawn up the tube by 
a pump. 

(Density o'f water = 1 000 kg/m'): Take g = 10 N/kg. 

(a) 

Bowl Water 

Three points are labelled X, Y and Z. Which pqJnt{s) is/are at atmospheric 
ores sure? 

(1) 

( b) What is the pressure due to the column of water XZ.? 

Pressure=------- [2) 

(C) What is the pressure at X when the atmospheric pressure Is 100 kPa? 

Pressure=------- (1) 

(d) The cross-sectlonal area of the tube is 5.0 x 10-s m2
• Calculate the mass of 

water in the 0 .20 m length of the tube. 

mass=------- [2] 

thod1st Giris' SChOoi Phy$iCS Paper 2 Se<: 4 Pretim Exam 2010 
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Fig. 4.1 sMws a ray of light passi'lg thro_ugh water into air. 

(i) 

(ii] 

Emergent ray 

Explain, in terms of the properties of light, why the light changes its 
direction as shown. 

[1] 

If the refractive index of the water is 1.35, calculate the angle made by 
the emergent ray with the normal. 

Angle=------ (2) 

The experiment is repeated using a semi-circular glass block as shown in Fig 

·-~ . 

Normal: 

Light raY. 

Fig 4.2 

(i) State why the light ray does not change direction as it enters the glass. 

[1) 

Methodist Gl~s· School Physics Pa per 2 Sec 4 Prelim Exam 2010-
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Explain why the light ray does not emerge from the straight edge AB of 
the glass block. 

[1] 

(Iii) The _glass has a rnfraclive index of 1.60. Calculate the largest angle that 
the light ray would need to make with the normal to allow the light ra'f to 
emerge from the s:raighf edge AB of the glass block. 

Angle=------ [2] 

Fig. 5 represents waves being produced in a ripple tank. 

(a) 

{b) 

(c) 

Ripple tank 

Wave 
generator 

A 

Wavefronts 

B 

Direction of waves----;,. 

Fi . 5 

Calculate the wavelength of these waves given that 1.0 cm on lhe figurt: 
represents 5.0 cm. 

Wavelength= _ _____ (1) 

It takes a wavefront 1 second to travel from A to B. What is the frequency of the 
waves? 

Frequency=------ (1) 

Calculate the speed of the waves. 

Speed"-- - ---[2) 

M\'thodist Girls' School Physics Paper 2 Sec 4 Prelim Exam 2010 
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Fig 6.1 and Fig. 6.2 show two view\ of a vertical wire corrying a current up through a 
horizontal card. Points P and Q are marked on the card. 

lr..t..- Q 

P, 
l:JC •• J-----1-- vertical wire 

1 -•omoow.•o~" ~----......:...F~i9~·~6.~1 ___________ F~lg~._6_.2 _______ ~ 
(a) On Fig. 6.2, 

(i) 

(ii) 

draw a complete magnetic field line (line of force) through P and indicate 
its direction with an arrow. [11 

draw an arrow through Q to indicate the direction in which a compass 
placed at Q would point. [1] 

(b) State the effect on the direction in which compass Q points if 

{c) 

(i) the current in the wire is increased, 
[1] 

·-------- --------
(ii) the direction of the current in the wire is reversed. 

[1) 

Fig. 6.3 shows the vlew from above of another vertical wire carrying a current 
up through a horizontal card. Point W is 1 cm vertically above the top surface of 
the card. 

1 cm 

Fig. 6.3 

venical w11e earrymg 
current 

m 

State the magnetic field strength at S, T and W in terms of the magnetic field 
strength at R. Use one of the alternatives, weaker, same strength or s tronger 
for each answer. 

at S -- ----------
at T 

atW 
(31 
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Carissa wants to use an electric ~ettle to bo~ water. Some . f 
manufacturer of the electric kettle Is glven below. in ormation from the 

1· &)· --.. ,_. I Specific latent heal of wp<>riulion of steam produced · 
. Rate of steam escaping from kettle -----··· 

Rale of energy loss throu~ the surface of lh~ke;tl~·~~ri;;t;.;i;; 
e.m.f. of a.c. supply 

.-.1..--~~;_:_ _ __ _ 

-~~ 

~~_sis l 
50J/s _j 
220V j 

(a) EKplaln briefly why the surface of the ket:le is chromed silvery. 

--· ---- ---------
[1) 

' -----------··------
(b) Explain why the filament is nfot placed high up in the kettle. 

(11 

(c) Calculate the power of the filament of the kettle. .. 

Power of the filament = 131 

(d) If Carissa wants to increase the power of th fil 
or use another longer one? Explain. e 

1 
ament, should she cut it shorter 

----·-·---------------~ 
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Fig. 8.1 below shows a circuit whose output potential difference. VAiR varies with the 
surrounding air temperature. Fig. 8.2 shows how the resistance of the air temperature 

sensor varies with temperature. • 

6.0V 

(a) 

(b) 

(c~ 

(d) 

air 
temperature 

sensor 

Fig. 8.1 

Resistance I 0 

Fig. 8.2 

Name the input transducer that can be used as an air temperature sensor. 
11! 

Show that at a temperature of 20 ·c. the potential difference across the air 

temperature sensor N ,.,R) is 4.0 V 

Calculate the current in the circuit when the air temperature is 20 ·c. 
Express your answer in units of mA. 

[21 

Current=------ (2) 

How much power is dissipated in the 1 000 0 resistor when the air temperature 

is 2o'C? 

Power=---- --- 121 
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Class: __ ( 

Section B (30 marks) 

Answer all the questions from this section_ Ques lion 11 has a choice of parts to answer. 

9 Life on Earth is made possible by the energy from the Sun as electromagnetic 
radiation. We use this fonn of radiation in many applications from micro (µ) wave 
transmissions in radar to gamma (y) wave emissions from nuclear power generation. 
The most familiar part of the spectrum is light, the part that is visible to our eyes. Light 
occurs over a band of frequencies, as do all other phenomena in the spectrum such as 
ultraviolet radiation. Shown below is a table of the spectrum with frequencies and their 
associated phenomena. 

Phenomena y X UV vis IR µ UHF VHF 

Frequency I Hz 1021 1018 10'° 10" 1 o" 1010 109 109 

(a) Calculate the wavelen~th of infra-red (IR) or thermal radiation, given that the 
speed of light is 3 ~ 10 mis. 

[2] 

(b) The energy in the spectrum is directly proportional to the frequency. How many 
times more energy do UV rays at one end of the visible (vis) spectrum have, 
compared with IR rays at the other end? 

[1) 

(c) -Ultraviolet (UV) radiation is recognised in three parts, each with its own 
wavelength. There are: 

UVA= 315-400 nm; 

UVB = 280-315 nm and 

UVC 100 - 280 nm. 

The ozone layer in our atmosphere .most!~ absorbs UV radiation in the 
frequency range 3.0 • 101• Hz to 1.0 • 10 5 Hz. Which parts of ultraviolet 
radiation reach the Earth's surface? 

[3) 
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The solar constant, or amourt of radiation received from the Sun per second at 
the top of the atmosphere, is measured as a unit of power P, 1357 W. How 
much energy£ would this be per 24 hours? 

""' Solar constant, 
1357W 

17% scattered 

33% reflected & 
absorbed 

1 1 % reflected 

30%of1Rlo 
outerspace 

{2] 

l MAUW --- /: 
WWWSk Ubi44 

50% received 
HZ 

70% oflR 
absorbed 

{e) 50% of the solar constant actually reaches the surface of the Earth. Of this 
amount, 11 % is reflected ,baek into space The rest is absorbed by the surface 
and emitted as Infra-red radiation. Only 30% of the emitted IR goes directly Into 
out to space. Find the 11alue (In Walls) of the balance absorbed by, and 
available for, heating the atmosphere. 

{2] 
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Fig. 10.1 shows the essential features of a home-made d.c.motor. WXVZ is a wooden 

frame. 

(a) 

{b) 

--·---- --------, 

Fig. 10.1 

What is the polarity of A? 
(1] 

Whal would the direction of rotation of the coil WXYZ as viewed from the front 

be? 
(1} 

{c) wtiat is the function of the brushes? 

(11 

(d) Stale the effect of replacing wooden frame WXYZ to a soft-iron cylinder. trendyline



(e) 

(f) 

(g) 
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If the resistance of the variable resistor is increased explain and 
change in tne rotation of the motor. • state the 

[3] 

t
lhf the 

1
ba

1
ltery risthreplaced by a 50 H:i: a.c. supply, state and explain the change in 

e ro a ion e> e mote>r. 

·------------(2_)_ 

State one advantage of using electre>magnets instead of perman t en magnets. 

(1] 
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" 
Fig. 1 1.1 ~hows a cylindenhat contains gas with the same pressure as the air outside. 
The piston is held at its present position throughout and no gas escapes. 

(a) 

(b) 

Explain how the molecules of the gas inside the cylinder exert a pressure on the 

pressure sensor. 

_, _________ _ 
(2) 

The cylinder is cooled from BO •c to 30 •c. State and explain how the values of 
each of the following quantiles changes after cooling., 

(i) The average speed of the gas molecules. 

[1 ) 

(Ii) The average dista'rice between the gas molecules. 

(1) 

(iii) The frequency of collisions of the gas mi lecules with the walls of the 

cylinder. 

11 I 

(vi) The pressure on the pressure sensor. 

(1] 
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(c) Describe the use of a manometer in the measurement of gas pressure. 

In your accoun~ 

give a labelled diagram of the apparatus, 
state the readings that are taken, 
explain how pressure of a gas can be obtained from the readings. 

' 

(4) 
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PapEr1 

D C 
Paper 2 
Sec1ion A (50 marks) 

(a) Resultant force 

(b) (I) 

(ii) 

(c) 

(d )  

2 (a) 

QM)tl 

D 

(c) 
.�i�,. Ta�ing rno)Jj�,WJ about _A; 

Anticlockw1�oment 
T2x25.0m 

T, 
Since 

= Clockwise moment 
= 3.0 x 106 N x 5.0 m 
= 6.0 x 105 N 

T1 +T, 
T, 

=3.0x 106 N 
= 2.4 x 10• N 

3 (a) Y&Z 

4 

5 

6 

7 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(a) 

(b) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(a) 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Pressure = height x density x g 
= 2.0 x 103 Pa 

Pressure at X = 9.8 x 104 Pa 

Pressure = {mass x g) I area 
= 0.01 kg 

(I) Speed of light increases from denser medium (glass) 
dense medium (air) 

(ii) sin (unknown angle) I sin 45· = refractive ind�x 
sin (unknown angle) = 1.35_>< sin 45 
unknown angle = 72.7 

(i) Angle of incidence as It enters glass is zer 

(ii) Angle of incidence in gl.i$s at 45· > critical 

(iii) Largest angle.= critical angl� 
critical angle = 38.7 

Wavelength 

Frequency 

Speed of waves 

(i) 
(ii) 

• 

to less 

ater will be able to sink to displace the less dense, 
upwards. 

Power = (mass of water x latent heat) I lime .,. power loss 
: 4 X 10-' kg X 2520 X 103 J/kg S + 50 J/5 

= 1 060W 

(d) Since p = V2/R, the power of the fi lament can be increased by cutting the 
filament shorter 
to reduce its resistance. 
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8 (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Thermistor 

Current 

=2000 0 
=4 v 

= voltage across circuit I resistance of circuit 
= 2.0mA 

(d) Power =(Current through 10000 resistor)2 x Resistance 
= 4.0 x 1cr3w 

Paper 2 
Section B (30 marks) 

9 (a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

Wavelength of light = speed of light I frequency 
= 3 x 10.s Hz 

Factor difference = 100 

Range of wavelength of UV radiati~n absorbed by aim 
from 1x 10·7 mto 3 x 10'7 m 
Parts of UV radiation that rea 

Mainly UVA and 
UVB > 300 nm (3 

10 (a) 

etic force acting on the coil is reduced. As a result, the 
f the coll decreases. 

(f) If the battery is replaced by a 50 Hz a.c. supply, both the current through 
the coll and the magnetic field In the solenoids are both reversed at the 
same time. 
So the direction of rotation of the coll will remain unchanged. 

(g) The motor can work in both a.c. and d.c. OR magnetic field strength from 
magnet can maintain or stronger when electromagnet is used. 

3 
:,t;\ 

11 

Either 

(a) Air molecules move around randomlv at high speeds, and collide with the 
wall of the pressure sensor, 
they exert a force on the pressure sensor per unit area upon collision, 
hence exerting a pressure on the oressure sensor. 

(b) 

(c) 

OR 

(i) 

(ii) 

{h1) 

(iv) 

Average speed of gas molecules decreases as temperature ~reps 
OR thermal energy is removed, lowering the average kinetic 
energy of gas molecules 

Average distance between gas molecules re 
since the number of molecules and vol~ 
the same. 

l'requency of coilision with the walls of 
because average speed of the gas mole 
area of walls of the cylinder remains the sa 

Diagram; 
Brief description of proc 
Relevant readings to 'b 
How readings are pro 

(a) (i) 

( ii) 
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Answer all questions. 

Take g "1Cmls2 
0t g" 10N/kg unless otherwise s<ated. 

Setter. Ms Elisabeth Oh 

This question paper consists of 13 printed pages. lncludlng 1hls cover page. 

2. 

3. 

Which of the lollowing is correct? 

Scalar quantity Vector quantlly 
speed . 

A. mass 

s. fo-ce displacement 

~ 
J. temperature acceleration 

D. kinetic energy distance 

The bob of a slmple pendulum Is displaced to one side and released. T~e ~lion 
during its swing is shown in the graph. What is the frequency of lhe osctllaliOn of 

the pendulum? 

Outancc frompoin< ofrer..sc 

0 l.0 2.0 ) .0 4.0 

A. 0.25Hz 

8 0.5Hz 

c. 1.0Hz 

0. 2.0Hz 

A r has an oil drip As the car moves. ii drips o~ a't a regular rate. leaving a trail 

1 ~~ls on the road: Which of the followlnsi diagrams of lhe cafs trail of spots 
~hows the car continuously slowing d1;1Nn? 

A. Si Fil<b 

[:, _ _;_ ____ ._._· .... ·) 

f'mbh B. SI'' ___ i 
v·---... 3 

c. $ta>1 

I 
Fim:t.h 

• I . . ... . . . } 

F1Msh 
D. S<ort I 

I ..l}. -· .-.-----.} 
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4 

s. 

6. 

ihe velocity.time gr~ pti above repre$ents the motion of a particle along a straight 
!.!"''}:. • 

10 

- 10 · 

20 ....... . .... . 

Which of the following statements are troe? 
I. The part~le's veficiry is fl'IOmentarily zero at t = 5 s. , 
11. The particle comes ba<:k lo i\S starting point in 12 s 
Ill. The parti.cle Is furthest away lrom the starting poini at t = 12s 
IV. The particle travels •n t~,e opposite direction between t = 5 sand t = 12 s. 

A. 
B. 

I and IV only 
II and Ill only 

c. 
D. 

I. II and IV only 
I, ~I and IV only 

Two forces X arni Y acting !>n a ban produce a resul!anl foroe Ron the ball 
Which of the foitov.ing diagrams correctly shows lhe resultant force R? · 

. ·V ·~· 
y 

c 0 ~. 
A t~y cart of mass 1 l<g moves wilh a constant velocity of 2 rrJs to the right 0 a 
hon:tontat table. Which of the following statements Is correct? ' n 

A The !able exer1s a force of 1 O N upward on the toy cart · 

B. The toy cart exens a force of 1 N downward on lhe table. 

C There Is !rictlonal force of 2 N acting on the toy cart. 

O. There ls a resultant force of 2 N to the right on the toy car1. 

3 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

An object X of ma~s 3.0 kg moves up a rough slope with an applied force of 30 N 
from pointP to point a with a uniform speed as shown in the diagram below. 

·-,~~ 
~ p 

8rn 

The frictional force is----

A 
B 

ON 
12 N 

c. 
o. 

18.0 N 
22.5 N 

Ten identical steel balls were Immersed in a measutl:lg cyilnder containlng 20cm' 
of water. If the mass of each sleet baD is 27 g and the dens1\y of steel is 9 glcm.'. 
what is \he new reading of the waler le~et? 

A. 
B-

3 cm' 
23 cm' 

c 
o. 

30 cm' 
50cm' 

tn 1116 diagram below. an object Is placed on a slope. Given that the object did 
not topple over. which is the most likely position of its cenlle of gravity? 

Which of the following does !lQl affect the pressure. beneath Ille surface of a 

liquid? 

A. 

6 
c 
D 

Density of the liquid 
Depth of lhe liquid 
Strength of the gravi:atlonal field 
Surface area of the liquid 

4 
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11. 

12. 

13. 

A manomelor Is used lo measure the pressure of a gas supply as shown Jn the 
diagram. Given !hat the .atmospheric pressure Is 76 cmHg. what is the pressure 
of the gas supply? [deosrty of mercury: 13600 kg/m3; density o1 oil: 900 kgfm~ 

A. 
B 
£ 
D. 

~~:i,v ·i--- . ··r·· 
30 cm ~ 28 en 

. ·--~~[-_ ······ ... f ____ ... 

100 cm of mercury 
98 cm or mercury 
98 cm of oil 
77. 5 cm or mercury 

'o11 

The diagram shows a simple hydraulic jack. Which of lhe folowing alterations will 
enable heavier loads to be ~fted? 

A. 
B. 
c. 
D. 

h)ld1'11UliC 
nuld 

IOad 

diameter of piston w 
doubled , 
doubled f 
halved 
re mains the same 

plaron w 

diameter of piston Z 
halved 
remains the same 
doubled 
halved 

A oas .has a volume of 1000 cm• al 100 kPa Whal Is lhe pressure or 1hls ga$ 
when II ls C:Ompt'essed very slowly to 500 cm°? 

A. 
a. 

500 kPa 
200 kPa 

c. 
D. 

100 kPa 
50 kPn 

14. lo the Brownian motion experiment. the tiny smoke particles are observP.d to 
move In a random zig-zag manner. This is due 10 · 

A. 
8. 
C, 
D. 

the convection cu11en1 In air. 
the smoke par1icles being loo fight 
uneven bombardmenl of air molecules on lhe smoke particles. 
the average Internal energy ol the air molecules changing. 

5 

15. 

16. 

17. 

Which or the lollowing statements bust explains why drops of liquid rorm on the 
outside of a glass of ice water on a hot da'{? 

" A. Water molecules in the air are all/acted to tl>e surface of the glass. 

8 . Water molecules In the air l/ar1$fer L'lermal energy lo the glass. 

C. Waler molecules in the ice water gain energy from the hot air. 

C'J Water molecules in the Ice water conduct through the glass to the outside 
of the glass . 

Ether is a highly volatile liquid. Air is blown into tho tube containng some ether. 
Underneath the beaker of ether Is a smaD pool of water. Which of the following 
correctly describes what happens? 

Ether Water 

A. Evaporales Evaporates 
B. Evaporates Freezes 
c. Freezes Evaporates 
D. Freezes Freezes 

A hot object is added to a container of water al 'room temperatJre. The water Is 
continuously stirred while !he hot object is immersed in It. Which of the following 
temperature-time graphs best shows the temperature changes that follow? 

A . . ...,......, n ...,_,... 

I~ 1~ 
...... 

't'«w 

c. 0 . ,...,.._. 

·1~ ~ • ___-;:;:-
. 

"""' T-

6 
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18. 

ll!. 

20. 

21. 

A thermccqup:e lheri'l'Cmeter indicates 0.1 mV at ice point and 2.. , 
What Wiii be !he t&~perati,;e when the thermocouple .... "_mV at 500 C. 
mV? · u .. imometerindicates 3.0 

.... 
9 

ao·c 
ssc·c '· 0. 

: :~ino plant mana.~r neech .tJJ mett 150C !o'.9 .,-: =ap e<>o1>er to seli 1o 
melti manuf~urer. ;he copper is at an Initial le.mpetature Ot1s•c anci ils 
te ng point 1s 1083 C. How.much ~rmat energy is required to raise the 
of~~~)' the copper to its melting point? (copper has a specific heat 

A 6.2x 10'J 

B. 6.3 x 1!11 J 

C. 7.7 x 101 J 

O. 7.9x 1ctJ 

The energy r~<!Ulred to change ~quid water into water vapour al the 
temperature is c.alled latent heat ol V"'""risalion w ..... • do lh' same 

A 
8. 
c. 
0 . 

....- • ·- es is e.1ergy do? 

inc~eases the average speed of the water molecules 
s~1ts the water molecules ln!o their separate atoms 
~rses the temperature or the air near the water 
increases the average separation of the water molecules 

The diagram below shows a wav . of 500 Hz. e generator 11'.at emits a wave with a frequency 

w•••£CIW<""-~ -~ 0.1 m f..-
~~~----- 1 

How long dof:s it lake for the wave lo travel a cistance of 2000. m? 

A. 20 s 
B. 

0 . 

30s 

40 s 

7 

23 . 

Water waves travels in lhe direction shoWn. 

---- \lt3VC O<OHOO 

Which one of !he iollowing correctly shOWS 1he direction of motion of lhe !hree 
water particles X. Y, Z al the instant shown. 

x y z 

A. 4 ~ 4 

B. .l. t .I. 
c. t l t 
0. +- -· +-

The diagram beJ<?W shoWs a hammer about to strike a moveable piston. 

As the piston moves suddenly when struck, which type of wave pulse is 

generated in lhe air inside lhe cylinder? 

A. electromagnetie 

8 transverse 

c. refracted 

D . longitu<final 

24. Wh!ch of the following slatemenls best descnbes an electroma9netic ..;·~ve with a 
long wavelength? 

f. 
B. 

c. 

It has a low fr.ncy and can travel in a vacwm. 
II has a high frequency and can travel in a vacuum. 

ti has a low frequency and can only travel 1n a vacuum. 

o. It has a high frequency and can only travel rn a vacuum. 

25. In an eJq>erirr:enl to measure the speed of sound, a student stands 40 m from a 
wall and bangs two pieces of wood together. The moment he hears lhe echo, he 
bangs them together again. He does this 50 times. The time taken lof 50 bangs 
is 12 s. Which caJculation gives the speed o1 sourid in air? 

A 
12 

40Y.50 
B 

40r50 
12 c 40x2x50 

12 
D 

4Cx2t12 
50 

8 
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26 

27. 

The diagrarn sN>ws a hoozontal ray of Nght Is Incident on an inc~ned plane mirror. 

mirr r 

What ls t'le angle of incidence? 

A. 
B 

39• 
45• 

c. 
0. 

fref}9ctea ray 

52• 
75• 

:wo uncharged melilt spheres are hanging by a thread as shown. A positive rod 
1s now brought near it 

: :I 
Which of lhe following d~ram shows what happens to the spheres? 

A.. c. 

·I :~I dd - + :!I d • 6 
a 6J D. 

b : :I . . .. ,d 
.. t + -

26. 

29. 

A positively charged rod 1s placed near the brass cap of an electroscope. The 
gold leaf fhps away from the brass plale because 

" 

brass rod 

bran plate 

A. positiVe charges are repelled downwa1ds from the brass cap causing both 
the gold leaf and brass plate to be pos11Jvety charged and repel each 
other. 

B. electrons are repelled downwards from the brass cap causing both the 
gold leaf and brass plate to be negaUvely charged and repel each other. 

C. eleclrons are attracted upwards lo the brass cap causing both the gold 
leaf and brass plate to be positively charged and repel each other. 

D. posiUve charges are attracted upwards to the brass cap causing both the 
gold leaf and brass plate to be negativel1· charged and repel each other. 

The resista~ of a cylindrical conductor of length L with a Cioss-sectlonal radius. 
r, is R. The resistance of another similar conductor with a length of 2L end Y. r 
will have a resistance or_. 

A. 
B. 

1/8 R 
1/2 R 

c. 
ll 

4R 
SR 

30. If a current of 10 A flows through an electric heater for an hour and converts 8.64 
MJ or electrical energy into heat energy. Then the potential difference across the 

31. 

heater is ___ . 

A. 
a 

664V 
240V 

c. 
0 . 

144 v 
100V 

What will be the voltmeter reading In the circuh shown in figure below? 
12\' 

A 
B. 

2..4 v 
3.0V 

20 o_-lJl·lt--
~ -20 f() 

c. 
D. 

6.QV 
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32. We earth an electrical appliance to preveni ------

A. a soon circuit anij causing an eleclric shcck to the user 
8 . lhe fuse from blowing 

C. the metal casing of appllance from being charged • 
0 . excessive current from flowing 

33. An electnc heater is rated al 2 kW. Electrical energy costs 8 cents per kWh. Wnat 
is the cost of using the heate< for 3 hotJtS? 

A. 
B. 

6 cents 
15 cents 

<;: 
D 

24 <:ents 
48 <:ents 

34. Tne diagram below shows the magneUc field of 2 magnets placed close together 
with 3 compasses placed at 3 different locations. 

f 

Which set of compasses shows the correct directions of the compass needles? 

A. B. c. 0. 

CDCD8 CDCD8 CDCD8 CDCD8 
2 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 

3!>. 

36. 

$7. 

. . 1 uire shock absorbers to eNminate small Preclse measunng instruments eq 
1 
o """' of shod< 

. affect the results of an expeTllMn • "' •• ,.... 
vibrations thal can . ma net that repe:S 3 magne:IC platform 
absorber that can be used is afn lowielectro t~ps would provide the greatest hft lo 
placed ariove il Which ol the ol ll9 se 
the platform? 

• '.\\:a:,ixoc r. . ~~~ ...... A. 
1•t.;lonr. pbtlon:> 

to [f 
~M•·•xtic 

J) ~ ~l'f'I""' B. 
- plJtform 

[f D ::1.. • 

.J. -!-

. . f nt through two wires. The currents 
The f igure shows the oirect1ons o cur'te d and X Is equidistant from both wires. 
through both wires are equal In magn1 u e ~ 
Whalis the direction of L..,e magnetic field al point X . 

x 

A: Upward 
& Downward 
~ To the left 
o. fo the right 

beam of electrons entering a magnetic field. Whal will be The diagram shows ~ 
the direction of the field? 

A. 

~ 
c. 
D. 

T awards the bottom of the page 
T awards the top of the pag~ 
Out of the page 
Into \he page 

Region with 
magnetic field 

trendyline



38. You are gilfen a bar magnet and a looped co~ of wire. Which or the following 
•...ould induce an em1 in the coil? 

I. Moving the magnet toward the coil -
II. Moving the coil away rrom the magnet. 
Ill. Turning the coil about a vertlcl.1 axis. ,, 

A. I only 
B. II onty 

C, I & II only 
0.1. 11& Ill 

39. In which dilection mus\ U\e wire be moved to induce a current as shown in !he 
d iagram? 

A. Vertically upward 
8 Verticalydownward 
C. Horizontally towards the south pole 
0. Honz.ontally towalds the north pole 

40. The diagram shows an a.c. generato<. Wilen the speed of the rotation of the toop 
Is doubled. how does the penod and maximum voltage of the ovtput e.m.f. 
change? 

A
e 
c. 
0. 

period 
halved 
halved 
doubled 
doubled 

maximum voltage 
halved 
doubled ,,,.. 
halved 
doubled_.., 
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,....;!ctioo - ...,,, i.Jcturcu ""'u":;.'1ions l:>U-marks) 
Answer ill! questions In the spaces provided. 

1. A truck Is rolUng down a very sroght iOcline as stlown -
<·> D 

It travels at consl.arit speed. 

(a) Explain why, although the truck Is on an Incline, It does no; accelerate. [!) 

(b) Next, lhe slope of the incline is Increased A 1 f why there is now accelerallon. . s a resu Io lhs, the truck now accelerates. Expl.,in [1) 

2. 

(a} 

~ ~:.:0~1;"U: :::' 1~g ,! =I~ al~'!~alght road at speed v. A hazard suddenly appears 

coming lnlo oper~tion, !he car,::,",,, lorwar~ 'z-d::rd appeatlng and the brakes on the car 
force applied, lhe front wheels of the car leave skid ~ of 29.3 m. With a constant braking 
illustrated in Fig. 2.1. ma 5 on the road lhat are 12.8 m long, as 

po9lion ol car -nl;-B '16dmar1< 

l 

I 29.3 m 12.Bni 

Fig. 2.1 

From the information p ovided k 1 d. the ha73 d . r • s e ch a rstance - time graph of the cal's molioo from the .. 121 
' appears liU the car comes to rest ume 

(b) It is eslimaled :hat. dun.19 the skid, the magnitude ol the deceleration of the car Is 8.5 mis'. 

Determine, 
{I) the speed v of the car bef0<e the brakes are applied, 

131 

V"----

the lime Interval between the hazard appearing and the brakes being applied. 
(1) 

(ii) 

time mtecval = ___ _ 

(c) Hence, determine. 
(i I the tolal amount of thermal and souod enetgy produced due to the braking as the car comes to 121 

a halt, 

total thermal ana sound energy = ___ _ 

the power of the brakes. 

power 2 ___ _ 

3. One type of weighing machine, known as a steelyard, ls illustrated In Fig. 3.1. The two sliding 
weights can be moved independently along the rod. With no load on the hook and the sliding 
weights at the zero marl< on the metal rod, the metal rod ls horiz.ontal. The hook is 4.8 cm from 

the plvol 

hool< 2.5 N sfiding wei!lht 

Flg.3.1 

me\11 rod 

I 

121 
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A sack of nour is su~9er-.;..~£:~ !.!"·:m the hO.:lk )!'I •'Hder to return trie rn;,:~al rod to lf'le honz.ontal 
pos1fon. the 12 N ·sliding wa.;;ht is mov~d 84 cm alor1~ !he rod and the 2.5 N weigh: is moved 
72 cm. 

(a) CalC'Jlate the weight of the sack ol flour. 

(b) 

4. 

wei9htofllour"~--

Suggest why this steelyard would be lrrpreclse when weighing cbjects with a weight of 
aboct 5 N. 

A su~marlne with a hatch cover of area 2.5 m2 desGends to a depth of 70 m below \he surfaGe 
of water. (density of !he water is 1050 kg/m'; atmospnertc pressure is i.O x 10' Pa) Calculate 

(a) the p<usure on the-submarine at a depth of 70 m. 

(b) \he fore:>- on the outside of the cover. 

force"-----

5. 

111 (a) 

(b) 

(21 

6. 

121 

' - ··~tedi•\ r,g .. 1 
Some smoke particies are viewed throu~ a rrncroscopr., as •!IJ.1°'~· · .. . r •. o . . 

A 

lT-
_ ... ~uc.:11 

...... -~ -..... _ 
Fig. S.1 

Brownian motion is observed. Suggest ar.d eY,plain why Brownian motion provides evidenca for 
the movement of molecules as assumed in the kinetic theory ot 93ses. 

ly maJ··tained e""lne contains la<ge panicles of soot Suggest why ll\c 
Smo~e tram ~ poor " .. ~ 
Brov;olan mollon of such large par\icles ;s undetectable. 

- The refractive lndcx of the glass 
Fig. 6.1 shows two raysoflighl DE and PO enterios the pnsm. 

of lhe prism is 1.49. 

fig. 6.1 

121 

121 
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(a) cAf"ain wh~ r<ayuE does nolundergcl"bending'I 

{b) Calculale the angle or relrac1ion al F. 

a119le of refraction ,. 

(b) On Ftg. 6.1. complete the path of ray QR. 

7. 
(
Fslgpee. 7 .d1 ofshowsl"'ht la graph of an el~trom':!lnetlc wave l'avelllng in a vacuum drawn to scale 

·~ n vacuum. c = 3.0 x 10 rrJs) · 

distaoco 

(a) Usirtg Fig 7.1 , determine the frequency of the electromagnetic wave. 

frequency" 

(b) Suggest the !we of eleetromagnellc wave shOwn. 

(c) Stale two possible harmful effects of electromagnetic waves. 

(1) 

[2] 

(2) 

(2) 

(l] 

l2J 

s. The resistances P and 0 are 20Cv n and 50CO n respectively. A voltmeter is connected in 
parallel with the 2000 n resisl.Or and ; therrr.lstor Is connected in parall4'1 with the 5000 

n resistor as sl\oWll In F'g. 8.1. 

6.0 v -\ 
~---~1- - - 1-----~ 

20oon sooon 

Fig. 8.1 

(a) Tt:e voltmeter reads 3.6 V when the temperature of lhe thermistor Is 19 •c. Calculate the 
res:Slance of the lhennislor at 19 ·c. 

Resistance of thermislor at 19 •c = ___ _ 

(bl 
State and explain qualllatlvely the change in the reading of the voltmeter as the 
temperature of the thermistor is ralsecl. · 

(3) 

(3) 
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9. Fig. 9.1 shows a car battery baing cilarsed from a :~~O v a.c. mains suppl)'. 

j -···-· :····-- +---··--· 
' : I 

! ~·1··J l;... ... ..,. car 
200 V ; .I ~ battery 

l ~·l l l '~ · • ••,.••·•-•- ··- • . .,u,..~J 
Fog. 9 1 

(a) INl"l'f is the~· necessary? 

(b) The average charging current is 2.0 A and the battery takes 12 hours to cha/ye fully. 
Calc~iate the charge that the battery stores when fully charged. 

Charge : ----

(c) The battery hai; an electromotiva force (em.I) of 12 V. Stale what is meant by 2n 
electromotive force of 12 v. 

idi) In lh• space below, draw a circuit 01.,gr5m to show how lwo 6.0 V lamps should be 
connected. to a 12 v battery so that both tamps glOw with noimai brightness. 

(ii) Tile power of each lamp Is 8.G W. Calclla:e the current in the circuit. 

current=~---

[2] 

energy used: ___ _ 

11) 

[2] 

111 

IZ) 

12! 
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Sf!> _ : LOnt_ _;ured '-__;ns [3t - l 
Answer i.B QUes11ons in 1he spaces provided. , 
Answer only one of lhe two altemalive questions in Ouesti~ 12. 

10{a) Some crushed Ice at O •c Is placed In a funnel together with an electric heater, as shown In Fig. 
11.1. 

fr====~~ supply 

beal<ar------~ 
Fig. 11.I 

The mass of water coltectld In the beaker in a measured lnteNal of tlme is dete rmlned with the 
heater switched oN. The mass is then found with the healer switched on. The energy supPled 
to the healer is also measured. For bolh measurements of the mass, water is not collected until 
melting occurs at a constant rate. The data shown In Fig. 11.2 are obtained. 

Mass of water I g E.nergy suppfied to Time interval I min 
-..heater I J 

16.6 0 10.0 
64.7 18000 5.0 

Fig.~-·--.-· 

(i) State why crushed Ice is used instead of large pieces of iee. 

(io) Slate why the mass of waler is determined with Ille heater switched off. 

(Iii) Suggest howl\ can be determined lhat lhe Ice iS meltM'lg al a constant rate. 

(iV) Calculate a value !or the specific latent heat of fuslor of ice. 

(b) 

( i) 

(ii) 

[1 

[" 

(' 

specific talent heat of~ of ice : - . . -
tal rs of the sall'le si>:e containing lhe 

Fig 11 3 shows a temperature-time graph of two coo ne 
sa,;,e ~olume of hot water being lefl to cool In a laboratory. 

temperature 

Fig. 113 

EXJ>Jain why the lemperalure-time graplls do no\ have constant gradient 

lime p11s for both conlainers and 
Stale a reasoo for the difference in the temperature-- gra 
suggest one difference between two containers. 

(2) 

(2) 
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l 1(a) f he circuit in Fig. 11.1 shQws an eleclcomagnelic relay being used to ewHch an ele~'.ric mater 
>n and off. The rela1 coil has a much greater reslstMce than t~e potential divider. 

(i) 

(ii ) 

(b) 

ph1olsd lror: 
a1maHJre 

_, pov•er suppi·y 

rf~L- r " r--'"-~ . GV m·· lor molor 

.. , , I ,. urJ1· J ~[M); moour 
SWil t.'!: J " ' \ [ __ -L------R \ _ __J 

~---" " '\ 
relay corf.: (.ont~l\'.-15 

Fig. 11.1 

The relay operates when there is a potential difference of 3 V across the coil. On Fig. 10.1, 
mark the po~ition of the slider of the potential tii'<ider when the relay j11st operates. 

Describe how the relay closes the contacts In the mntor c ircuit 

State two ways of modifying the set-up so that the relay can operate even when t~e potential 
difference across the coll ls lesser than 3V. 

Fi!J. 11.2 ~hows two lenninals Mand N of :l ootential divider (potentiometer) connected 
10 a 1 O V battery. N Is aJso connected to one cf ~h~ two Y-lnput terminals o: a cathode-ray 
osc.llloscope. The otherY-inpot terminal is connected iv !~e sliding contact cfth6 ootentia: 
divider (potentiometer). (time-base selling is 10 ms/div; Y-9<ii!1 is 5 V/div) · 

J __ 
10 v __ ,_ 

(i) 

' 
(ii) 

!11 

[31 

(iii) 

121 

w~,e n the slid>19 contact is at N, the trac: on tha oscUloscope is a horizor,tal line passing 
through the cenlre of lhc screen. Explain. 

The sliding cmtact is moved f rom N to M. Sketch the new trace on the CRO in the diagram 

belcw. 

The 10V battery is then replaced with a 20V. 50 H2' a.c supply. Sketch the new trace on the 
CRO in \he dagram below. 

.. 

• 

11'. 

lll 

[2) 
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Ell-
12(ai) Sound Is a loajlidinal wave-:-Explain, with the aid ~fa dagram, what Is meant by this 

statement '< 
iJ 

(ii) Describe how lhe reflection of sound may produce an echo [1 

(in) Describe how an echo may be used to measute the depth or the sea. In your ac,;ounl, (3 
llsl the apparatus/equipment required, 
state the readings lo be taken, 

• explain how the dej>th of the sea is calculated from the readings. 
You may use a stmple dial)ram to aid your descriptl~n and exptan~Uon. 

(b) Fig. 12. 1 shows an object, 0 and the virtual image, I, formed by a converging lens. Complete \~ 
the ray diagram to determine the position of the corwerglng lens and focal· length of the 
converging lens. label the converging lens 'L'. 

Focal length = ----

trendyline



OR 
12(a) Describe an e~periment to show the lorce on a current~ariyin(I conductor. In your account. 

give a labelled diagram of the apparatus, 
indicate the direction o! lhe force and 
describe how you would moo ty your set-up 10 increase the magnitude of the force. 

Diagram: 

(b) Fig. 12.1 is a block diagram of an electrical energy supp~/ system. using the output of a coal· 
fired power station. 

lfatl&m!,5.Si(,n 

powe< oulf,aiS ~:~up oo.Aput step- oulput 

"™""' Al 11oov ln:ms•otnt...olf al 32000V tr1'n&tormer ai 240V L_ 
h,;o.12.1 

(•) Stale the type of vollage sup~y required In a lrans.'1>rmer. Explain. 

(4) (1) 

(1i) 

121 

The step-up transforme
1
rth3s 120015t~r;£:~hrye ~;~:~~~~ ~hs~~~~~r;~~~~~~r~~· ;~:~,· calculate the number o urns on ' • 

transformer. 

No. ol turns in secondary coll"' - - -

Why is electrical energy transmitted ;at high vol\age? 

11 D 21 c 3f D c 
s 12 c 22 c 32 c 

3 A 13 B 23 D 33 D 

14 c 24 A 3<\ B 
r, ~ 

0 ,,, B 25 c 35 0 
5 

16 B 26 A 36 a 
6 A 
7 a H 6 27 A 37 0 

8 0 1B c 28 c 38 () 

6 19 A 29 D 39 A 

H> D 20 0 30 B 40 ll 

[2) 

[21 
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